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FRONT MOWER
SILVERCUT DISC F FC/RC
The front mounted disc mowers adapt perfectly to the terrain and allow even and fast mowing on
larger surfaces. S-flow linkage is available for advanced ground contour following.
A classic robust linkage allows the mower to be as close to the tractor as possible
Transmission of power to the conditioner by a special toothed belt made of Kevlar (Gates)
Transmission of power through the PTO shaft and gear box directly to the first disc
S-FLOW hitch with hydropneumatic ground pressure relief system
QCS (quick change system)
DDSS (disc drive safety system)

A mechanical ground pressure relief system (DUAL SPRING) with two
springs ensures efficient ground contoured following and even pressure
of the cutter bar onto the ground.

Direct drive via PTO shaft, angle gear and double
universal joints directly to the first disc.

A robust linkage with a hydropneumatic ground pressure relief
system (Hydraulic float) offers excellent responsiveness to
changes in terrain.
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Disc mower – SILVERCUT DISC S

-FLOW
S-FLOW linkage is based on the innovative design of the mower mounting
cutter bar. The respond of the linkage system not only guide the cutter bar
perfect to the terrain, but also in combination with the hydro pneumatic
ground relief cares for the even ground pressure and clean cut across the
field.
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200mm/-6°
200mm/-6°
200mm / -9º

300mm/+14°
300mm/+14°

300mm / +13º

The maximum angle of adaptation to terrain of S-FLOW hitch is -6° and +14° or -200mm
and +300 mm.

Quick and extremely efficient hydraulic system in linkage.

The S-flow quick A frame linkage Cat. II ensures efficient ground contoured following and
even pressure of the cutter bar onto the ground.

The maximum angle of adaptation to terrain is ± 28°.

The front mower offers
great visibility and
excellent control while
mowing. The mower is
very responsive and is
very accurate when
mowing near the edge,
fence od other obstacles.
The lower pushing force
on the cutter bar allowes
the mower to respond
better to changes in
terain. This offers an even
and clean cut and does
not damage the grass.
because of its robust and
thought out design the
mower SLVERCUT DISC F
offers long term and
reliable use.

